KOREA

Moscow continues to devote little attention to Korean affairs in monitored broadcasts. The correctness of Stalin's policies concerning Korea is reiterated in broadcasts commemorating his 70th birthday and the familiar contrast between north and south is pointed out in brief TASS accounts.

Radio Pyongyang continues to denounce the U.N. Commission on Korea with undiminished vigor. During the fortnight it declares that all Koreans as individuals and as Buddhists, Christians, newspaper reporters, theatrical workers, etc. must "absolutely reject" the Commission. The attack on Syngman Rhee and his associates also continues undiminished and Rhee's alleged immoralities in both public and private affairs are recounted. The Soviet Union and Stalin receive due homage for their beneficence to Korea. Throughout all these contexts the emphasis is on progress in the north, decay in the south, and the necessity for unity and democracy.